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Michael Giles never thought his 
experience with natural disasters 
would come in handy as soon as 
it did. But Giles put it to use when 
flooding hit Ames in August, just af-
ter arriving to campus on June 1 as 
director of Recreation Services.
“My father is actually the director 
of recreation services at University 
of Southern Mississippi,” Giles said. 
“So in a sense, it’s kind of been a fam-
ily business.”
Although Giles spent his time be-
tween the South and the Midwest, he 
describes himself as “a southern boy, 
through and through” and is familiar 
with a college atmosphere.
“I grew up in an environment 
where my father worked on a col-
lege campus, so I guess you can say 
I’ve been around it my whole life,” he 
said.
Even though Giles ended up on 
a similar path with his father, he did 
not always know what he wanted to 
do. Although he had a family history 
in recreation services, Giles started 
down a different path.
“I kind of started off in college re-
ally not even thinking about it and 
started off like most freshmen ... in 
general business,” he said. “After a 
little time of taking some classes I 
didn’t really enjoy, I naturally just 
moved into it. “
Giles started as a student em-
ployee within the department of 
recreation services, working with 
intramurals, aquatics and lifeguard-
ing. After graduating with a degree in 
commercialized recreation, he spent 
about 18 months working for the 
American Red Cross in Washington, 
D.C., in a national lifeguard training 
program as an analyst.
Giles then returned to school 
to get a masters in recreational ad-
ministration from the University of 
Nebraska at Omaha.
“I guess you can say the rest is 
history from there,” Giles said.
In 1997, Giles served as assistant 
director of recreational sports and 
aquatics director at Bowling Green 
State University. In 2000, he moved 
to Baton Rouge, La., to be the associ-
ate director of operations and proj-
ect management at Louisiana State 
University, where he dealt with the 
day-to-day operations related to uni-
versity recreation.
At LSU, Giles dealt with the after-
math of both Hurricane Katrina in 
More than 250 clubs and student orga-
nizations will provide opportunities for stu-
dents to get involved on campus from 11 a.m. 
to 4 p.m. Wednesday in the Great Hall, South 
Ballroom, Sun, Oak and Campanile Rooms of 
the Memorial Union. 
Club booths will have informational hand-
outs and giveaways for visitors, in addition to 
e-mail sign-ups for group notifications and 
meetings times, according to the Student 
Activity Center website.
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There’s more of us
Enrollment numbers will be 
online, at iowastatedaily.com, 
this afternoon
Opinion
Daily columnists take on 
questions of religion, marriage
p4 >>
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Recreation Services Shooting
Director of Recreational Services Mike Giles talks with reporters about the flood damage at Lied Recreation Athletic 
Center. Giles says he tries to stay positive throughout the cleaning process. Photo: Rebekka Brown/Iowa State Daily
A master of disaster
By Stefanie.Buhrman
    iowastatedaily.com
Police fire 
on ‘erratic’ 
motorist
Due to continued cleanup efforts after the August 
flooding in Hilton Coliseum, the annual Fall Career 
Fairs event will be moved to the Scheman Building 
courtyard 
“It will still be a high-quality, trade show-type 
event,” said Tammy Stegman, career coordinator in 
College of Business Career Services.
The booths will be hosted in large, climate-con-
trolled tents, complete with flooring and carpeting.
“I might not wear high heels, though,” said Kim 
Caponi, associate director for the College of Liberal 
Arts and Sciences Career Services. 
“The floor could be less even [than Hilton 
Coliseum.]”
Caponi said there will be enough space for the 180 
exhibits coming, though. 
Some booths will be in Scheman Building itself, 
since they will be in Ames for both the Engineering and 
LAS/Business fairs.
“We had to go outside the box a little bit,” Stegman 
said, as there are not a lot of other options for events 
that large in Ames, and the Scheman Building itself had 
another reservation for the fair dates.
Nevertheless, Stegman expects it will be a good year 
Venue change
Career fairs 
relocated  
to Scheman 
courtyard
By Sarah.Binder and Chelsea.Davis
    iowastatedaily.com
Memorial Union
Charlie Phillips, left, senior in communication, demonstrates a juggling technique with another 
ISU Juggling Club member at last year’s ClubFest, in the Sun Room of the Memorial Union. File 
photo: Iowa State Daily
ClubFest showcases  
250 ISU organizations
By Torey.Robinson
      iowastatedaily.com
By Torey.Robinson
    iowastatedaily.com
Recovery
Tests will 
tell if Lied 
re-opens
By Jake.Lovett
    iowastatedaily.com
GSB
Senate to 
evaluate 
contract
By Paige. Godden
    iowastatedaily.com
The Government of the Student 
Body senate will vote to ratify a 
debt contract with the Analysis of 
Social Services Evaluation Team of 
Story County at Wednesday night’s 
meeting.
The GSB has a longstanding con-
tract with ASSET, which funds ser-
vices such as the Assault Care Center 
Extending Shelter and Support, 
Ames Community Pre-School, Boys 
Environmental testing has be-
gun inside Lied Recreation Athletic 
Center after a “successful” walk-
through Tuesday morning, said 
Director of Recreation Services Mike 
Giles.
Giles said he and members of his 
staff walked through Lied on Tuesday 
morning and everything checked out, 
allowing Environmental Health and 
Safety to begin testing the air inside 
the facility.
Officials will perform swab, tape-
lift and air quality tests to ensure 
the building has been properly sani-
tized and is free of mold, said Paul 
Richmond, associate director of envi-
ronmental health and safety.
“We’re doing this testing in the 
buildings primarily affected by the 
flood,” Richmond said. “Schiletter and 
University Village and the day care fa-
cility, Hilton, Lied and Scheman are 
what we’re focusing on.”
Giles said Recreation Services ex-
pects reports from the tests should be 
back Friday. Results will help deter-
mine a timeline to reopening Lied to 
students.
If test results come back positive, 
Rec Services may move forward with 
reopening the facility, but if the re-
sults come back negative, Giles and 
his staff will likely have to start the 
process over.
“I’m not knocking on wood, but I 
should be, but everything right now is 
following a good path,” Giles said.
Two Ames Police officers opened 
fire on a driver accelerating toward 
the individuals around 1 a.m. Tuesday. 
The officers, in separate patrol 
cars, noticed a vehicle driving er-
ratically in the early morning hours 
Tuesday, according to a department 
news release. They pulled the driver 
over near Airport Road on South Duff 
Avenue.
During the stop, the driver exited, 
then re-entered the vehicle and drove 
directly toward the officers. It was 
at this point the officers fired their 
weapons. 
Police said the driver was flown to 
a Des Moines hospital for treatment.
The incident remains under inves-
tigation by Iowa Division of Criminal 
Investigation, Iowa State Patrol and 
Ames Police. 
Ames Police Cmdr. Mike Brennan 
declined to comment further on the 
incident.
GSB.p10 >>CAREERS.p10 >>
Opinion:
Check out the editorial to 
find out how and why you 
should get more involved at 
ClubFest
Director talks about 
August floods, 
experience at LSU
GILES.p10 >>
Meet Mike Giles:
  Giles would be a firefighter if he wasn’t in recreation 
 services, but has never considered it a regret.
  He has been married for 13 years, and has two kids —  
ages 3 and 6. 
  “The Color Purple” is his favorite movie.
  Giles’ favorite authors are Tom Clancy and John Grisham.
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Mostly sunny with highs in 
the mid-70s
Showers, and a high 
around 70
Isolated thunderstorms 
with highs in the mid-70s
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Students test their skills for the Grandma Mojo’s Moonshine Revival comedy troupe Monday in the 
Maintenance Shop. The show will perform several dates in the M-Shop throughout the year. 
Photo: Abby Gilman/Iowa State Daily
TRYOUTS: Grandma Mojo’s Comedy Troupe
Daily Snapshot
Police Blotter Ames, ISU Police Departments
The information in the log comes from the ISU and City of 
Ames police departments’ records. All those accused of violat-
ing the law are innocent until proven guilty in a court of law.
Sept. 2
Melissa Schoer, 20, of Holstein, 
was cited for underage posses-
sion of alcohol. (reported at 7:03 
p.m.)
Katherine Zogg, 19, 2136 
Frederiksen Court, was cited for 
underage possession of alcohol. 
(reported at 7:03 p.m.)
Erica Riha, 20, of Resco, was 
cited for underage possession of 
alcohol. (reported at 7:05 p.m.)
Kayla Hausman, 20, 425 Welch 
Ave. unit 302, was cited for 
underage possession of alcohol. 
(reported at 7:25 p.m.)
Joseph Mujica, 21, 2315 Storm 
St., was arrested and charged 
with public intoxication. (re-
ported at 7:25 p.m.)
Jacob Boesen, 20, of Eldridge, 
was cited for underage posses-
sion of alcohol. (reported at 7:31 
p.m.)
Elsey Hartman, 20, 410 Welch 
Ave. unit 2, was cited for under-
age possession of alcohol. 
(reported at 7:31 p.m.)
Kurtis Sandholm, 19, of Coal 
Valley, Ill., was cited for under-
age possession of alcohol. 
(reported at 7:32 p.m.)
Colin Shriver, 20, 804 Gaskill 
Drive, was cited for underage 
possession of alcohol. (reported 
at 7:42 p.m.)
Vincent Woods, 52, of West 
Des Moines, was arrested and 
charged with disorderly conduct. 
He was released on citation. 
(reported at 7:50 p.m.)
Jacob Bellile, 21, of Nevada, 
was arrested and charged with 
disorderly conduct and public in-
toxication. (reported at 7:50 p.m.)
Kyle Dice, 20, of Avilla, Ind., was 
cited for underage possession of 
alcohol. (reported at 7:51 p.m.)
Sept.
2
Thurs
WEDNESDAY
ClubFest 
When: 
11 a.m. to 4 p.m.
What:
Browse through 
more than 250 clubs 
and organizations 
to get involved on 
campus.
Where:
Memorial Union
THURSDAY
SUB Film: Toy Story 3
When: 
7 p.m. and 10 p.m. 
showings
What:
Free showings of 
Toy Story 3
Where:
South Ballroom,
Memorial Union
Calendar
bestbet!
FRIDAY
Late Night Comedy 
with the 
Sklar Brothers  
When: 
11 p.m.
What:
Laugh twice as hard 
with this duo, twins 
Randy and Jason.
Where:
Great Hall, 
Memorial Union 
Celeb News
Notes and events.
MEL GIBSON:
(AP) —The Los Angeles 
sheriff’s deputy who arrested 
Mel Gibson for drunken driv-
ing in 2006 sued his depart-
ment on Tuesday, claiming 
he has since been ostracized 
and passed over for promo-
tions by the agency.
ANGELINA JOLIE:
(AP) — American movie star 
Angelina Jolie met ﬂood 
victims in northwestern 
Pakistan and appealed to the 
international community to 
provide aid needed to help 
the country recover from its 
worst natural disaster.
ROLLING STONES: 
(AP) — The Rolling Stones 
have hit their peak again in 
2010, this time in the form 
of a rarely seen rereleased 
movie of a 1972 concert.
“Ladies and Gentlemen ... 
The Rolling Stones” was 
originally released in late 
1973 in Britain, but the ﬁlm 
was not widely shown. The 
digitally remastered ver-
sion, which made its global 
premiere on Tuesday in 
London, shows the Stones 
at their best, belting out 
classics like “Brown Sugar,” 
‘’You Can’t Always Get What 
You Want” and “Jumpin’ Jack 
Flash” along with “new” 
songs like “Tumbling Dice,” 
Sweet Virginia” and “Rip This 
Joint.”
SCHIMMEL: 
(AP) — A nanny who worked 
for Anna Nicole Smith in 
the last months of her life 
said Tuesday that she found 
bloody syringes and cotton 
balls, and sometimes a 
spoon with liquid, inside a 
bathroom that the celebrity 
model, her lawyer-boyfriend 
and her psychiatrist 
emerged from.
GAINESVILLE, Fla. — 
The government turned up 
the pressure Tuesday on the 
head of a small Florida church 
who plans to burn copies of 
the Quran on Sept. 11, warning 
him that doing so could endan-
ger U.S. troops and Americans 
everywhere.
But the Rev. Terry Jones in-
sisted he would go ahead with 
his plans, despite criticism 
from the top U.S. general in 
Afghanistan, the White House 
and the State Department, 
as well as a host of religious 
leaders.
Jones, who is known for 
posting signs proclaiming that 
Islam is the devil’s religion, 
says the Constitution gives 
him the right to publicly set 
ﬁre to the book that Muslims 
consider the word of God.
Gen. David Petraeus 
warned Tuesday in an e-
mail to The Associated Press 
that “images of the burning 
of a Quran would undoubt-
edly be used by extremists in 
Afghanistan — and around 
the world — to inﬂame public 
opinion and incite violence.” 
It was a rare example of a mili-
tary commander taking a po-
sition on a domestic political 
matter.
Jones responded that he is 
also concerned but is “wonder-
ing, ‘When do we stop?’” He re-
fused to cancel the protest set 
for Saturday at his Dove World 
Outreach Center, a church 
that espouses an anti-Islam 
philosophy.
“How much do we back 
down? How many times do we 
back down?” Jones told the AP. 
“Instead of us backing down, 
maybe it’s to time to stand 
up. Maybe it’s time to send 
a message to radical Islam 
that we will not tolerate their 
behavior.”
Still, Jones said he will pray 
about his decision.
State Department spokes-
man P.J. Crowley said the ad-
ministration hoped Americans 
would stand up and condemn 
the church’s plan.
“We think that these are 
provocative acts,” Crowley 
said. 
“We would like to see more 
Americans stand up and say 
that this is inconsistent with 
our American values; in fact, 
these actions themselves are 
un-American.”
Meeting Tuesday with 
religious leaders to discuss 
recent attacks on Muslims 
and mosques around the U.S., 
Attorney General Eric Holder 
called the planned burn-
ing both idiotic and danger-
ous, according to a Justice 
Department official. 
The official requested ano-
nymity because the meeting 
was private.
Crowley said Secretary of 
State Hillary Rodham Clinton 
may address the controversy 
at a dinner Tuesday evening 
in observance of Iftar, the 
breaking of the daily fast dur-
ing the Muslim holy month of 
Ramadan.
At the White House, 
spokesman Robert Gibbs 
echoed the concerns raised by 
Petraeus. “Any type of activity 
like that that puts our troops in 
harm’s way would be a concern 
to this administration,” Gibbs 
told reporters.
Jones said he has received 
more than 100 death threats 
and has started wearing a 
.40-caliber pistol strapped to 
his hip.
The 58-year-old minister 
said the death threats started 
not long after he proclaimed 
in July that he would stage 
“International Burn-a-Quran 
Day.” Supporters have been 
mailing copies of the Islamic 
holy text to his church to be in-
cinerated in a bonﬁre.
Jones, who has about 50 
followers, gained some lo-
cal notoriety last year when 
he posted signs in front of his 
small church declaring “Islam 
is of the Devil.” But his Quran-
burning scheme attracted wid-
er attention. 
It drew rebukes from 
Muslim nations and an ava-
lanche of media interview 
requests just as an emotional 
debate was taking shape over 
the proposed Islamic center 
near the ground zero site of the 
2001 terrorist attacks in New 
York.
The Quran, according to 
Jones, is “evil” because it es-
pouses something other than 
biblical truth and incites radi-
cal, violent behavior among 
Muslims.
“It’s hard for people to be-
lieve, but we actually feel this 
is a message that we have been 
called to bring forth,” he said 
last week. “And because of 
that, we do not feel like we can 
back down.”
Muslims consider the 
Quran to be the word of God 
and insist it be treated with the 
utmost respect, along with any 
printed material containing its 
verses or the name of Allah or 
the Prophet Muhammad. Any 
intentional damage or show 
of disrespect to the Quran is 
deeply offensive.
Jones’ Dove Outreach 
Center is independent of any 
denomination. The church fol-
lows the Pentecostal tradition, 
which teaches that the Holy 
Spirit can manifest itself in the 
modern day. 
Pentecostals often view 
themselves as engaged in spir-
itual warfare against satanic 
forces.
DES MOINES, — Retired 
U.S. Supreme Court Justice 
Sandra Day O’Connor will 
speak about keeping courts 
free of politics as part of an 
effort to support three Iowa 
justices threatened with re-
moval because they support-
ed a decision that legalized 
gay marriage in the state.
O’Connor, a critic of ju-
dicial elections, will partici-
pate in a Wednesday panel 
discussion on the “impor-
tance” of Iowa’s merit-based 
system of selecting judges. 
The panel will also include 
Barry Griswell, former 
head of Principal Financial 
Group; Jan Laue, of the Iowa 
Federation of Labor; and 
Allan Vestal, dean of Drake 
University’s law school.
The effort is in response 
to a campaign by Iowa for 
Freedom, a group formed by 
former Republican guberna-
torial candidate Bob Vander 
Plaats, which is calling for 
voters to remove Chief 
Justice Marsha Ternus and 
Justices David Baker and 
Michael Streit. They are up 
for retention votes on the 
November general election 
ballot. Vander Plaats also has 
called for changing the way 
judges are chosen in Iowa, a 
system created 48 years ago 
when voters amended the 
state constitution.
“The bottom line is, on 
a broad spectrum of issues, 
from conservative to liberal, 
it is in everyone’s best inter-
est to keep politics out of our 
courts, and we are going to do 
everything we can to make 
sure Iowa voters understand 
this on election day,” said 
Troy Price, political director 
for One Iowa, a gay rights ad-
vocacy group.
O’Connor has been out-
spoken in her concern that 
more money is pouring into 
judicial elections and that 
more states should adopt 
systems similar to those 
used in Iowa and her home 
state of Arizona.
In both states, nonparti-
san panels nominate judicial 
candidates to the governor, 
who appoints judges. When 
their terms expire, judges 
opting to remain on the 
bench go on the ballot, giving 
voters the option of retaining 
them.
Vander Plaats argued 
Tuesday that O’Connor’s 
appearance is proof that his 
campaign is succeeding.
“Sandra Day O’Connor’s 
presence here to basically 
rally the troops shows that 
this is already a big cam-
paign,” said Vander Plaats.
Vander Plaats wouldn’t 
say how much money his 
campaign has received but 
noted it’s less than his $1 mil-
lion goal.
“We’re going to have the 
money and the resources 
to run an effective ground 
campaign, as well as an ef-
fective television campaign,” 
Vander Plaats said.
Chuck Hurley, director 
of the Iowa Family Policy 
Center, said the American 
Family Association has con-
tributed “several hundred 
thousand dollars” for radio 
ads that support Vander 
Plaat’s campaign. The Iowa 
Family Policy Center is close 
to Vander Plaats.
If the effort succeeds, it 
would be the ﬁrst time voters 
removed an Iowa Supreme 
Court justice. Only four judg-
es, all at the lower court level, 
have been removed since the 
voters amended the consti-
tution in 1962 to create the 
merit-based system.
FREE DAY!
Saturday, Sept. 11
8 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.
Take items to: 
Resource Recovery Plant
110 Center Avenue
Questions? Call (515) 239-5137
Visit www.cityofames.org
• Dispose of the following at no charge!
• Regular Household Waste
• Up to Two TVs and/or Computers
• Furniture
• Carpet 
2 games for $8 plus free  
    shoe rental
2 fer domestic draws
2 fer 8” & 16” pizzas
2 fer game cards
Buy 2 get 1 free laser tag
Come enjoy our new state of 
the art laser light show, 
disco bowl, music and daily specials!
Disco Bowl 
Thursdays
9pm - 12am Starting Sept. 9th
www.perfectgamesinc.com
1320 Dickinson Ave/ Ames
515-598-BOWL(2695) 
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International Burn-a-Quran DayPanel discussion
Nation Briefs
Church leader pressuredJustice to speak 
on removing 
court politics
O’Connor will 
respond to 
Vander Plaats
By Mike Glover
The Associated Press 
Despite concerns, 
Jones goes ahead 
with burning
By Mitch Stacy 
The Associated Press
Rev. Terry Jones poses for a photo Aug. 30 at the Dove World Outreach Center in Gainesville, Fla. 
Jones vowed to go ahead with plans to burn copies of the Quran to protest the Sept. 11 terrorist 
attacks. Photo: John Raoux/The Associated Press
“It’s hard for people to believe, but we actually feel this is a mes-sage that we have 
been called to 
bring forth.”
— Rev. Terry 
Jones
Sen. Grassley will join 
Conlin in radio debate 
DES MOINES — An aide to Iowa Republican 
Sen. Charles Grassley says he’s agreed to a radio 
debate with Democratic challenger Roxanne 
Conlin less than a week before the Nov. 2 
election.
Grassley spokesman Eric Woolson an-
nounced Tuesday that the ﬁve-term senator 
accepted the Oct. 28 debate on WHO-AM. The 
debate will run from 7 p.m. to 8 p.m.
Conlin spokesman Mark Daley says the 
Democrat is checking her schedule to see if she 
can accept the proposed debate.
Daley says Conlin also has accepted debate 
invitations from TV stations that have offered 
to broadcast the events statewide. Daley called 
upon Grassley to join Conlin in those debates.
The two have agreed to one joint appearance 
Friday on the Iowa Public Television program, 
“Iowa Press.”
Woman uninjured in 
attempted sexual assault
IOWA CITY — University of Iowa police say 
a woman reported an attempted sexual assault 
on campus.
The woman says she was crossing the 
Finkbine Golf Course driving range about 2 p.m. 
Saturday to return to her car when she passed 
two men. The woman says one of the men 
pushed her to the ground and attempts were 
made to remove her clothes.
Police say the woman fought off her attacker, 
ran to her car and escaped. She did not report 
any physical injuries.
Both men are described as college-age white 
men. The main suspect is short and stocky with 
a dark beard; he was wearing a black ﬂeece 
jacket, cargo shorts and a white athletic hat. The 
other man also wore cargo shorts and is taller 
and thinner than the main suspect.
Luther College suspends 
summer music program 
DECORAH — Luther College is suspending 
its Celebration Iowa summer music program 
for 2011 while the school evaluates the program.
The college made the announcement 
Tuesday. A Luther College project for high 
school students, Celebration Iowa completed its 
28th year this summer.
Rob Larson, who oversees the program, says 
increased costs and declining philanthropic 
support are among reasons why the college de-
cided to assess the program for the coming year.
About three-dozen high school students are 
selected each year to take part in Celebration 
Iowa. Since 1983, more than 700 students from 
about 250 Iowa communities have participated.
Celebration Iowa features an eight-week 
performing tour that provides entertainment at 
festivals, fairs and concerts statewide. 
Hermine gives south Texas 
another tropical lashing 
RAYMONDVILLE, Texas — Tropical Storm 
Hermine gave a wet and windy punch to Texas 
on Tuesday before weakening into a tropical 
depression, leaving only minor scrapes in the 
storm-weary Rio Grande Valley, which is prov-
ing resilient this hurricane season after taking a 
third tropical system on the chin.
Hermine lost steam after crossing into 
Texas with tropical storm strength. A peeled-
back motel roof in the coastal farming town 
of Raymondville and scattered power out-
ages were about the worst leftover from the 
gusty, drenching storm that came and went 
quickly after creeping up on Texas and Mexico 
in the warm Gulf waters over the long holiday 
weekend.
“I think we’re lucky. It could’ve been worse,” 
said Art Nelson, sizing up the hulking aluminum 
shed that collapsed on a farming plow at his 
John Deere store in Raymondville.
Mexico didn’t get off as easy. Hermine 
knocked out power for several hours in 
Matamoros and damaged about 20 homes, 
whose inhabitants were among 3,500 people 
who evacuated to shelters.
About 1,000 families were still in shelters 
Tuesday morning. 
Authorities in Mexico said there were no 
reports of serious injuries or death, which was 
welcome news after 12 people in Mexico died in 
ﬂooding caused by Hurricane Alex earlier this 
summer.
Texas also had no reports of serious injuries, 
and evacuations orders weren’t necessary even 
in the most low-lying regions. The U.S. National 
Hurricane Center in Miami said Tuesday night 
that the storm had weakened to a tropical de-
pression that was still bringing heavy rain to 
central Texas.
It was another sigh of relief for the ﬂood-
prone Rio Grande Valley, which got lashed by 
Alex at the start of the summer and soaked by 
another tropical system in July.
3 killed in southern Iowa 
three-vehicle accident
 CORYDON, — Three people are dead after a 
three-vehicle crash in southern Iowa. The Iowa 
State Patrol says the crash happened about 8:15 
a.m. Tuesday four miles east of Corydon on 
Highway 2.
According to KCCI-TV of Des Moines, in-
vestigators say a semi crossed the center line 
and collided with a minivan and a truck.
All three vehicles were thrown into the ditch. 
Both the semi and the truck caught ﬁre.
The patrol identiﬁes the victims as the driv-
er of the minivan, 56-year-old Edna Downs of 
Seymour; the driver of the truck, 24-year-old 
Kenneth Mathes Jr. of Plano; and the semi driv-
er, 59-year-old Thomas Ryan of Osceola, Mo.
The Associated Press
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Editorial
Burning Qurans
By Curtis.Powers    iowastatedaily.com
Religion
International Burn a Quran Day.What a bad idea.
Even more so, what an un-
Christian idea.
What ever happened to lov-
ing your enemy?
I’m not even saying Muslims 
are our enemy either; they 
aren’t.
However, these people who 
came up with the idea for this 
event — Pastor Terry Jones 
and his flock of 50 people at the 
Dove World Outreach Center — 
must believe that on some level, 
even though they say they’re 
doing this out of love.
The group says it doesn’t 
hate Muslims, it only hates 
Islam.
However, it seems it would 
be hard to say that when you 
plan on burning the most 
important and sacred article of 
their faith.
Furthermore, the group is 
carrying out this event on Eid 
ul-Fitr, the holiday that ends 
the holy month of Ramadan, 
which happens to fall on Sept. 
11 this year.
Think about it the other way 
around.
It would be like a Muslim 
coming up to a Christian and 
saying, “I love you,” while 
setting a Bible on fire. On 
Christmas day.
I’m not sure many 
Christians would feel loved by 
the gesture.
On the group’s website, 
www.doveworld.org, it states 
that it is, “a New Testament 
Church based on the Bible.”
If that is true, here are a few 
Bible verses that I think are 
applicable to why this idea is a 
bad one.
In the book of Romans in 
chapter 13, it states, “Let every 
person be subject to the govern-
ing authorities. For there is 
no authority except from God, 
and those that exist have been 
instituted by God. Therefore, 
whoever resists the authorities 
resists what God has appointed, 
and those who resist will incur 
judgment.”
In this case, the governing 
authorities would be the city of 
Gainesville.
The interim chief of the 
city’s fire department denied 
the group’s permit to burn the 
Qurans because it is against the 
city code.
The city code states, “Open 
burning and outdoor burning 
are prohibited in the city of 
Gainesville unless otherwise 
specifically permitted as pro-
vided by this article.” Books are 
not permitted.
Therefore, the church would 
be wise to not willfully break 
the law.
Otherwise, it will incur 
God’s judgment as well as 
the judgment of the city of 
Gainesville.
Another passage is found 
in the book of 1st Timothy in 
chapter 2, where it states, “First 
of all, then, I urge that supplica-
tions, prayers, intercessions 
and thanksgivings be made 
for all people, for kings and all 
who are in high positions, that 
we may lead a peaceful and 
quiet life, godly and dignified in 
every way. This is good, and it is 
pleasing in the sight of God our 
Savior who desires all people to 
be saved.”
Basically, this passage is 
saying to pray for all people es-
pecially those in high positions 
like kings. 
That’s because prayer is the 
easiest form of love.
That way you, Christians, 
will be able to love all people 
and may live quiet and peaceful 
lives.
The goal isn’t to make the 
nightly news with crazy signs 
and events.
It’s so that all people would 
know Jesus.
So if you’re really serious 
about loving Muslims and see-
ing Muslims embrace the Jesus 
Christ of the New Testament, 
you don’t burn Qurans, the holy 
book of Muslims.
You pray for Muslims, actu-
ally meet Muslims and become 
friends with them.
That’s a much better, and a 
much more Christian way, to 
show your love.
Note: Scripture quotations are 
from The Holy Bible, English 
Standard Version® (ESV®), 
copyright © 2001 by Crossway, 
a publishing ministry of Good 
News Publishers. Used by per-
mission. All rights reserved.
International Burn a Quran Day, an idea supported by the Dove World Outreach Center, would entail burning Qurans on Sept. 11, the final day 
of the Muslim faith’s holy month of Ramadan. Those supporting this idea claim not to hate Muslims, just Islam. Courtesy photo: ThinkStock
Marriage idea outdated
By Logan.McDonald    iowastatedaily.com
Cohabitation
Marriage is “the social institution under which a man and woman establish their decision to live 
as husband and wife by legal commitments, 
religious ceremonies, etc,” according to
Dictionary.com. There has been a lot of 
debate surrounding this specific social 
institution, including several recent articles 
in the Iowa State Daily.
There are many sides to the marriage 
debate: some are for gay marriage, others 
are for what they would consider to be a 
traditional marriage and still others are 
up for letting a group of unelected officials 
determine what is lawfully considered 
marriage.
While defending any one of these posi-
tions could lead to heated or healthy debate, 
I’m choosing a much more logical route. 
I say let any Internet dictionary, religious 
zealot, sociology professor or anyone else 
that wants to define marriage go for it. Let it 
be the law of the land. Then, after marriage 
is defined, don’t get married.
Am I blowing your minds? I sure hope 
not. There are plenty of good reasons to not 
get married.
Firstly, the institution of marriage is 
outdated. While the tradition of marriage is 
as old as, if not older than, recorded history, 
it has changed and evolved over the years. 
For the majority of its existence, marriage 
has been about ownership: specifically the 
ownership of women by their husbands. 
This has changed in Western society within 
the last several hundred years as women 
have gained more and more civil rights.
Nowadays, most marriages in the 
United States are supposed to be based 
upon mutual love and respect, which is a 
bit of a lie. Marriage for money, marriage 
because you are pregnant, marriage for 
family ties and marriage because you’re 
drunk in Las Vegas are all legitimate mar-
riages in the U.S., regardless of race, religion 
or gender.
Secondly, the foundation of marriage; 
that we are part of a society that exists with 
marital and non-marital monogamy, is a 
stretch of the imagination at best. Reported 
rates of marital infidelity, as well as rates 
of infidelity while dating, are on the rise. A 
USA Today poll in 2008, showed that more 
than half of the respondents knew someone 
with an unfaithful spouse. Another USA 
Today study showed that 20 percent of men 
and 15 percent of women under the age of 
35 admitted to cheating. While this may 
seem like a shift is occurring in society, it 
seems to me the only shift occurring is in 
openness of instances of infidelity, rather 
than actual instances of them. Prostitutes 
and mistresses aren’t just buzz words 
brought up during election years, they have 
existed for as long as marriage has. Once 
societies start accepting that infidelity is 
a staple of relationships, the myth of mo-
nogamy is sure to fade.
Thirdly, people leaving disastrous mar-
riages are much happier. I could try to quote 
some study about a 50 percent divorce 
rate, but I have a much more compelling 
example: Tiger Woods was perfectly happy 
with a stay-at-home wife and a myriad of 
mistresses. When that stopped working, 
he quit playing the sport he loves and took 
some time off from golf. After he returned 
to golf, still married, he posted some of the 
worst performances of his career. Finally 
he got divorced Aug. 23. That same week, 
Tiger Woods shot his best round of the year 
at The Barclays and finished tied for 12th, 
his best finish in months. Tiger Woods 
showed you that people who aren’t married 
lead more successful and happy lives.
Lastly, I think that any dedicated couple 
should be able to cohabit for as long as they 
wish without need for a marriage license or 
religious ceremony. I’m sure many people 
can find that special someone to live with 
for the rest of their lives. But if it doesn’t 
work out, try, try again.
Too much emphasis is placed on di-
vorces as a failure of marriage. A marriage 
that ends in divorce is simply a relationship 
that didn’t work out, the same as a bad blind 
date or week of stalking someone until 
you get arrested. There are plenty of great 
people out there with enough redeemable 
qualities you can settle for. But for Pete’s 
sake, don’t get married!
Mark Kassis, center, of Ames, signs a marriage certificate on April 27, 2009, in the Story 
County Administration building in Nevada. Kassis and Terry Lowman, center right, also of 
Ames, were the first same-sex couple to marry in Story County. File photo: Iowa State Daily
Posters, videos, heartfelt stories. 
ClubFest — 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. Wednesday 
— is an opportunity for ISU students to 
show off and get involved in the univer-
sity’s 700-plus clubs and organizations. 
From the Skiing Club to the 
International Agriculture Club, the 
Government of the Student Body to the 
Lego Club, Iowa State offers an activity 
that all of its students can enjoy.
We know, we know — school’s just 
begun. 
Freshmen dress for their 8 a.m. 
classes as though they’re going out club-
bing; seniors are half asleep while walk-
ing to theirs. Despite classes beginning 
to get into full swing, there is still a large 
amount of time available for hanging out, 
playing sports with friends and enjoying 
these last free summer days.
Regardless of our predisposition 
toward squeezing whatever fun we can 
into these next weeks, we still must focus 
on the coming year. Jobs aren’t getting 
any easier to obtain; internships are 
becoming more and more selective.
Students are being forced to become 
more competitive, usually leading to 
more filled blocks on their schedules for 
classes and research opportunities. 
However, credit hours alone do not 
always transfer directly into that dream 
job or the internship with Boeing or posi-
tion with Pioneer. 
This is where ClubFest comes in.
Why not pair that civil engineering 
degree with a position in the student 
government? 
Why not add a fraternity or sorority to 
your resume, along with your microbiol-
ogy research? 
Gone are the days of single-discipline 
jobs and academia. 
While none of these points may be 
original, they cannot be stressed enough. 
The game of job — and research — 
seeking has turned into a complex sys-
tem of marketing one’s individual traits. 
We absolutely must find a way to dif-
ferentiate ourselves from the rest of the 
applicants. 
While this system may sound cut-
throat, it is easier to manage than many 
believe. 
The answer is simply to get involved. 
That’s it. 
Join whatever club you’re interested 
in. 
Hold positions. 
Show that you’re worth more to a 
company than any of the other potential 
recruits. 
We’re not interview psychologists. 
We’re not masterminds of company 
wishes and desires. 
However, experience with different 
companies and graduate schools has led 
us to these conclusions. 
So, we implore you once again: Get 
involved.
Build your own personal rapport and 
take advantage of all opportunities pre-
sented to you.
Check it out:
For more content not published 
in print, visit opinion online.
iowastatedaily.comonline
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This dates me a bit, but back when I started school at Iowa State, Facebook was one of the cool 
beneﬁts of college you could only access 
with a university e-mail address.
So, a few weeks after I got my ISU 
username all set up, I logged on to see 
what all the fuss was about. I wasn’t sure 
I knew anyone else on Facebook yet, but I 
found some interesting groups like “Ames 
Iowa Needs an Olive Garden” to join for 
starters. Yes, Facebook has come a long 
way since then, but has all that progress 
been good or has Facebook opened our 
personal lives to the world?
What information have you loaded 
onto Facebook’s servers during the years? 
Your friends of course, as well as your age, 
gender, job history, daily status updates 
and pictures?
While other major companies like 
Google and Apple also have software built 
into their websites to collect data about 
us and our lives, Facebook has something 
better than just dumb software — it has 
millions of users willing to input their 
own data into Facebook’s database.
And while you may not realize it, all 
that data is worth a staggering amount of 
money to Facebook. Not only that, but the 
site has a history of trying again and again 
to share more data about you by creating 
new services set by default to be viewable 
by the general public.
Even if you are diligent about watch-
ing your account privacy settings and only 
share your information with your closest 
friends, that doesn’t mean Facebook 
will want to be so protective of your 
information.
Earlier this year it got in trouble for 
sharing individual user data with adver-
tisers, allowing advertisers to track your 
movements online with a huge amount of 
precision.
Since then Facebook has stopped 
that practice, but it is still feeding you 
precisely targeted ads from advertisers 
based on the amount of information the 
site has about you.
If you don’t realize how targeted the 
ads are, I encourage you to go pretend to 
make your own ad sometime — facebook.
com/ads — just to see the ad system. 
Advertisers can target your city, age 
group, gender, interests, relationship 
status, education and companies you have 
worked for. 
While they may not know exactly who 
you are, they do know with a large amount 
of certainty that you are a member of their 
target group of customers.
The amount of data Facebook holds 
is pretty scary, and with the site’s newest 
foray into location-based social network-
ing with Facebook Places Check-in, it, and 
your friends, can use your phone to track 
your movements even when you are away 
from your home computer.
Now, this is a neat feature for many 
reasons, but I hope you don’t have some 
kind of stalker among your Facebook 
friends. Also, what if a hacker got ahold of 
Facebook’s databases or someone stole 
hardware from Facebook with your data 
on it? Would they know too much about 
you?
Now, it would be great to get away 
from Facebook to a social network that 
doesn’t try at every turn to sell my person-
al data or would carefully protect my data 
from everyone but my closest friends. But 
what other network is out there?
MySpace? Orkut? Friendster?
Probably my favorite possible alterna-
tive is Diaspora, a yet-to-be-released 
alternative to Facebook made by four 
New York University students during the 
summer that they plan to release publicly 
in a few months — Diaspora means a dis-
persion of people from their native land.
Diaspora defeats the massive power 
wielded by Facebook by allowing all users 
to host their own data on their own virtual 
server rather than a central location. 
While this will likely make it slower to ac-
cess other users’ proﬁles, it will let users 
carefully control the spread of their user 
data.
Until Diaspora is ready, we’ll just have 
to keep carefully regulating our data on 
Facebook with custom privacy settings. 
But I’ll be patiently waiting for the release 
date of Diaspora with the hope I can even-
tually move my social network away from 
Facebook and control my data on my own 
computer, even though I may have given 
away all my data to Facebook already.
Go to iowastatedaily.com for links to 
more articles about how to stay safe on 
Facebook.
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Not as private as you might think
Facebook
By Rick.Hanton    iowastatedaily.com
I know I’m certainly not the ﬁrst person to write about childhood 
obesity, and I won’t be the 
last. The world doesn’t need 
another guy ranting about the 
consequences of poor eating 
habits and how these choices 
are sending our nation off 
the deep end. So rather than 
examine the risks of being an 
overweight child or adoles-
cent, I’d like to look at how 
America’s youth earns the title 
of “obese” in the ﬁrst place.
According to the Centers 
for Disease Control and 
Prevention, obesity is deter-
mined by the child’s or ado-
lescent’s — ages 2-19 — BMI 
in relation to their gender and 
speciﬁc age. The result is then 
plotted on the CDC’s growth 
charts and receives a percen-
tile ranking. Anyone above 
85 percent is overweight, and 
anyone above 95 percent is 
obese.
If this deﬁnition follows 
its own logic, it means that 
exactly 5 percent of American 
youth will be obese at all times, 
regardless of what the aver-
age happens to be. It would 
mean that even if the entire 
nation was in ideal shape — an 
impossible notion, I know — 
there would still be 5 percent 
of children and teens that peak 
over that obesity line.
However, the statistics 
show that this isn’t the case. 
The CDC also says that a 
2008 study “indicated that 
an estimated 16.9 percent of 
children and adolescents aged 
2-19 years are obese.”
Now, I know what you’re 
thinking: “Wait ... how are 
16.9 percent of America’s 
youth ﬁtting into an area of 
5 percent?” While that’s a 
legitimate question, it’s not 
exactly how the calculation 
works. The growth charts 
display percentage curves that 
“illustrate the distribution of 
selected body measurements 
in U.S. children,” the CDC ex-
plains — measurements that 
aren’t necessarily the same 
as the ones that determine 
BMI. Then the child’s BMI is 
compared to these percentage 
curves.
But don’t give the system 
too much credit — this doesn’t 
mean that it makes total sense. 
The problem lies in the rela-
tionship between the growth 
charts and the BMI calcula-
tors, which is hard to see 
because each method works 
on its own. 
However, once you mix 
them together and use per-
centage as the unit for two 
entirely different systems of 
measurement, there’s bound 
to be some confusion. Even 
the CDC warns, “Growth 
charts are not intended to 
be used as a sole diagnostic 
instrument,” and mashing 
BMI values against it doesn’t 
seem to be any better. The 
only way to really learn where 
these calculations come from 
is to study the statistics for 
the growth charts, which are 
currently available in a handy 
203-page PDF from the CDC’s 
website. Good luck.
So how can we, as a nation, 
try and stop childhood obesity 
when the methods used to 
diagnose it are so tangled? As 
long as parents still don’t real-
ize that they have control over 
what their kids eat, and the 
Cookie Monster warning that 
cookies are only “a sometimes 
food” isn’t doing the trick, 
there doesn’t seem to be much 
we can do. I suggest that a 
good place to start is creating 
a new system to deﬁne obesity 
that is more absolute. 
Right now, one body 
measurement compared to a 
percentage ranking based on 
other body measurements’ 
percentage in a statistical dis-
tribution of an ever-changing 
average is simply not cutting 
it.
One of Michael Crichton’s most culturally dynamic 
novels was Jurassic Park. If 
you haven’t read the novel, I 
won’t ruin it for you, but the 
gist is that nature cannot be 
contained. Crichton took time 
to cultivate man’s hubris — 
that is, a very negative kind of 
pride — by showing great men 
recreate dinosaurs, and failing 
to be able to keep them under 
control. In effect the book is 
an exciting tale of man not 
just losing to nature, but run-
ning away screaming in fear 
as their environment turns 
hostile.
The novel does much more 
than just excite the imagina-
tion, it brings forward the 
question, “What is accept-
able for man to do to nature, 
and how far is too far when it 
comes to manipulating it?”
Iowa State is particularly 
sensitive to the environment. 
It’s MFA program focuses on 
the environmental aspects of 
writing, the campus is beauti-
ful and there are even CyRide 
buses that are electrical 
hybrids.
It bears asking then, just 
why grass that is non-native 
to Iowa is being used in the 
landscape. This probably isn’t 
as bad as what happened in 
Jurassic Park. The non-native 
grass isn’t going to uproot and 
try to eat you. It could end 
up in Iowa’s prairie or along 
the shores of Iowa’s bodies of 
water.
This may seem to many 
like the social phenomena that 
some refer to as “no big deal.” 
If that was your initial reac-
tion, you’re right, but only for 
the moment. 
It’s hard to tell what 
introducing new species to an 
environment will do until it 
is too far gone to do anything 
about.
A good example is the 
zebra mussels. These little, 
shelled creatures are very 
troublesome in some places 
of our country. They have a 
striped black-and-white shell, 
and they are best thought of 
as locusts of the water. “Zebra 
mussels upset ecosystems, 
threaten native wildlife, dam-
age structures and cause other 
serious problems. Millions of 
dollars are spent each year in 
attempting to control these 
small but numerous mol-
lusks,” according to national-
atlas.gov.
We didn’t introduce 
these little creatures into our 
ecosystem voluntarily. They 
originated in Poland and 
somehow — by either hitching 
a ride or being taken as a pet — 
made their way to the waters 
of Lake St. Clair.
I guess we can only hope 
that the non-native grasses 
don’t somehow make it out to 
Iowa’s prairies.
Given, I do not have my 
doctorate in landscape-ology, 
but it stands to reason that we 
cannot control nature. I’m not 
sure how many more times 
mother nature has to tear our 
barns out of the ground with 
tornados, destroy businesses 
with ﬂoods, scorch us with 
the sun or let her creatures 
run amok all over our careful 
sculpted landscapes before we 
realize that we aren’t the ones 
in control.
Non-native grass may 
not be as sensational as 
experiments with dinosaurs 
from Michael Crichton’s 
imagination, but it is certainly 
still something to be taken 
seriously. 
We will be passing this 
world on to our children; we 
should strive to leave it better 
than we found it.
Waiting behind closed doors, under shirts, behind backs, in hot dog buns, there hides a terror able to start battles that can last for days, weeks, nay 
months, no, perhaps years; that’s right, it’s:
Icing.
This ridiculous game of alcohol-based terrorism appeared 
into the popular realm of drinking games, from what I can 
gather from Internet sites, in May 2010.
For those not in the know, the game plays out as follows, as 
described at www.yougoticed.tumblr.com/rules:
1. You cannot refuse an Ice. If you refuse to drink the Ice, 
you are instantly excommunicated and shunned, and thus 
can never Ice another bro and be Iced.
2. If you are Iced by a fellow bro, you can Ice block. When 
presented with an Ice, you pull out an Ice of your own and 
reverse the Ice on your bro. The ultimate Ice insult.
*Please note that Ice must be consumed on one knee.
That’s the gist of the game. The entire purpose is to 
make your friends, bros, chug the sickly-sweet Smirnoff Ice 
products.
Do so when they are at their weakest, drunk as a skunk. Do 
so as they are just starting in, before the magical alcohol-in-
duced chug powers, latent in so many people, have been given 
time to ﬂourish. Do so whenever you feel like messing with 
your friends; just remember to do so when it makes things 
funny or awkward.
Now, I’m not advising over-consumption of alcohol. I 
would never advise people to do things potentially harmful to 
themselves, and this article is not to be interpreted as advise-
ment for anyone to perform dangerous activities.
All that aside, this game is catching on across America. As 
of yet, I do not personally know of any incidents outside the 
United States, but some of my bros are in Amsterdam cur-
rently, so there may soon be some tales. 
But stateside, college students are 
rabidly embracing it.
With football season kicking into high 
gear and tailgating fueling the already 
distracted college minds to new and un-
known heights of debauchery, Icing may 
be the next big thing you see at events.
So, be weary, my brethren. No matter 
how much you may have had to drink 
already, no matter where you are or 
how unprepared you may be, an Ice 
may be waiting in the hand of that old 
friend rushing excitedly to see you 
— and don’t forget kiddies, Icing is a 
game that can, and should, be played 
equally by guys and gals.
Take no prisoners, and let no Ice 
deed go unpunished. 
The age of Icing has arisen; believe 
you me Bubba, I will be out Icing at 
sporting events, after-hour parties, 
wedding receptions and even inside 
bars.
Bros have a new game, and it’s 
name is Icing. You have been warned.
Bros, beware: 
Icing is 
among us
Culture
By Gabriel.Stoffa    iowastatedaily.com
Keep the grass native
By Jason.Arment    iowastatedaily.com
Environment
Grass not native to Iowa grows near Ross Hall on campus. Daily columnist Arment warns of moving 
nature outside its usual context, and hopes that the non-native grasses don’t spread out to Iowa’s 
prairies or shores. Photo: Abby Gillman/Iowa State Daily
Redeﬁne childhood obesity
By Thomas.Hummer    iowastatedaily.com
Health concerns
Courtesy photo: Phils Beer Bar
Freshman goalkeeper Maddie 
Jobe continued her hot streak for the 
Cyclones this weekend.
Jobe shut out both Creighton and 
North Dakota State, and helped Iowa 
State head out of Nebraska 4-0-2 on 
the year.
Last week in practice, senior keep-
er Ashley Costanzo was still hurt-
ing from the contusion she suffered 
during the University of Montana 
Tournament.
Costanzo had to be pulled from a 
couple activities in practice.
“She wasn’t quite 100 percent 
back from her injury yet,” said coach 
Wendy Dillinger.
As the week went on, Jobe began 
to realize she was going to get the nod.
“I kind of got the vibe that I’d be 
starting and then [Dillinger] told me 
on Thursday,” Jobe said. 
“With Ashley being hurt, I heard 
from all of the 
coaches that this is 
your time to take the 
spot and this is your 
time to show every-
one what you have.”
The ﬁrst game 
of the weekend 
doubleheader came 
against Creighton, a 
team that has put a 
lot of balls in the net 
this season — seven 
goals in the regular 
season, three during 
exhibition games — 
and planned to con-
tinue that success 
against Iowa State.
Creighton kept the pressure on 
the Cyclones, outshooting them 11-9 
Sports Wednesday, September 8, 2010Editor: Jake Lovett sports   iowastatedaily.com  |  515.294.3148
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ISU volleyball coach Christy 
Johnson-Lynch is preparing to keep 
the ball rolling on the season this 
Wednesday against in-state rival, No. 
18 Northern Iowa.
“We always look forward to this 
match so much because UNI is such a 
great program,” Johnson-Lynch said. 
“I have so much respect for that pro-
gram, and I think it’s always a dog ﬁght, 
even if it’s three games, it’s a dog ﬁght, 
so it’s going to be a great match.”
The 11th-ranked Cyclones (5-1) 
will be facing a Panther (5-1) team 
that is coming off a ﬁve-set upset of 
then-eighth-ranked Minnesota in 
Minneapolis, where junior middle 
blocker Michelle Burow recorded 23 
kills. Junior setter Bre Payton also 
managed to record her third triple-dou-
ble of the season, registering 10 kills, 50 
assists and 13 digs for the Panthers.
“Their setter attacks the ball a lot, 
and that’s a whole other issue you have 
to prepare for,” Johnson-Lynch said of 
Payton. 
“She’s very dynamic, very athletic, 
and you never quite know what she’s 
going to do.”
Two years ago, the Panthers came 
to Hilton Coliseum and defeated the 
Cyclones in four sets after the Cyclones 
took the ﬁrst set, 25-22.
“We don’t really talk about revenge 
or avenging a loss or anything like that,” 
Johnson-Lynch said. 
“A lot of the players who are on the 
ﬂoor now weren’t 
on the ﬂoor a couple 
years ago, but we do 
remind them that this 
is a very good team. 
We’ll remind them 
that it’s a great team 
coming in, and we’re 
going to have to bring 
our very best to have 
a shot.”
The players have gotten that 
message.
“They’re big competition for us, 
they’re always ready for us,” said junior 
right side hitter Kelsey Petersen. “It’s 
an in-state rivalry, so I know they’re 
coming to get us this weekend, but we’ll 
be ready for them.”
Petersen had managed to turn 
heads this past weekend, hitting .423 
and averaging 2.46 kills per set. On the 
season, the Kearney, Neb., native is hit-
ting a career-best .359 while averaging 
2.24 kills.
“She’s been pretty determined over 
the summer to get in the best shape 
she possibly could, and I just ﬁnd that 
she’s been very motivated to take it to 
the next level,” Johnson-Lynch said of 
Petersen. “I think with Kelsey having 
more competition at the right side spot 
has really forced her to up her game. 
I think the competition we have and 
the depth we have has been great for 
Kelsey.”
Johnson-Lynch said she is not 
seeing some past inconsistencies in 
vs.
Iowa State
(5-1)
UNI
(5-1)
Where: Ames High School 
Gymnasium
When: 7 p.m. Wednesday
Media coverage: Live stats 
on Cyclones.com
Join the discussion live 
during the game at  
iowastatedaily.com
Notes: Northern Iowa 
leads the all-time series 
with the Cyclones 25-22.
Since Christy Johnson-
Lynch became ISU vol-
leyball coach, the Cy-
clones are 5-1 against the 
Panthers.
Northern Iowa’s last win 
against Iowa State was in 
2008, when the Panthers 
won 3-1 over the Cyclones.
Victoria Henson has aver-
aged 5.89 kills per game 
against Northern Iowa.
By Jake.Calhoun
    iowastatedaily.com
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Cyclones take on rival Panthers
No. 11 Iowa State to host in-state foe, 18th-ranked Northern Iowa at Ames High gymnasium
Iowa State’s Kelsey Petersen 
hits the ball to South Dakota 
State during the game against 
the Jackrabbits on Saturday. 
The Cyclones won in a sweep, 
3-0. Photo: Manfred Brugger/
Iowa State Daily
Petersen
Freshman keeper Jobe 
continues solid play in net
Volleyball
Soccer
New coach hopes to bring excitement, improvement
Golf
First-year coach Andrew Tank talks to Iowa State’s Nate McCoy in a practice last month. Courtesy photo: ISU Athletics
This year, Cyclone fans have plenty 
of reasons to be excited about the up-
coming athletics seasons at Iowa State.
The women’s volleyball team is 
geared up to have a huge year. The 
football team is coming off a bowl 
win against Minnesota, and has al-
ready won in convincing fashion over 
Northern Illinois.
Aside from those, fans have one 
more sport to get excited about — 
men’s golf.
First-year coach Andrew Tank 
comes in with an impressive resume 
to run the show for Iowa State. Tank 
has demonstrated himself as a coach 
and as an instructor at the University 
of Minnesota.
Along with being the team captain 
as a senior in 2002, he was an assistant 
for eight years under Brad James while 
the Gophers became a force in the Big 
Ten.
They won conference champion-
ships in ’03 and ’07, ﬁnishing runner-
up in ’06, ’08, and ’09.
The Gophers also advanced into 
the NCAA Regionals six times. They 
moved on to the NCAA champion-
ships three of those years, including a 
third-place ﬁnish in ’06 and a ninth-
place ﬁnish in ’07.
Tank said that his new team’s 
strength is its experience.
“We’ve got three seniors and three 
juniors to go on our 10-man roster,” 
Tank said. “Which gives us good expe-
rience and good chemistry as a team.”
The focus for this fall is the team’s 
short game, with a heavy emphasis on 
wedge play, and working inside 100 
yards.
The other focus is pre-shot routine.
By Dean.Burhow-Goll
    iowastatedaily.com
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In ﬁrst year, Tank 
inherits team rich 
with experience
By Cory.Weaver
    iowastatedaily.com Dillinger
Jobe
SOCCER.p7 >>
Iowa State fares 
well in ﬁrst meet 
of 2010 season
Cross country
Iowa State had a successful day 
at the Drake Fall Classic on Friday in 
Des Moines, highlighted by Daniel 
Ducharme winning the men’s race 
with a time of 12:38.
The 4,000-meter competition 
included runners from Drake, Iowa 
State and Northern Iowa.
The ISU women had ﬁve of their 
six runners place in the top 10 spots 
in the meet.
“Since this race was a shorter 
distance than what we will race 
throughout the year, it was mostly 
a ﬁtness test for those who raced to 
see where they are at,” said assistant 
coach Travis Hartke.
Kellien Oettle and Nicole 
Engelhardt had the fastest times for 
the ISU women, running 15:16 and 
15:21, coming in for a second- and 
third-place ﬁnishes.
“Most everyone had a positive 
experience,” Hartke said.
The team doesn’t know the full 
potential of its runners yet since it 
did not race the entire group of ath-
letes at the meet.
“We will not [know] until the 
Griak meet later in the month,” 
Hartke said. “
I think this shows where our 
team is as a whole though ﬁtness 
wise.”
The cross country team’s next 
meet is the only home meet it will 
host.
The Intercollegiate Meet is 
scheduled for Sept. 18.
By Sara.Schlueter
    iowastatedaily.com
Senior Costanzo will 
have to earn back 
spot, Dillinger says
Freshman Maddie Jobe was named 
Big 12 Defensive Player of the Week on 
Tuesday for her performances Friday 
against Creighton and Sunday against 
North Dakota State.
The goalkeeper stepped up for the 
Cyclones in the absence of the injured 
Ashley Costanzo and shut out both 
teams while playing in all 200 minutes 
and recording seven saves each game.
Jobe, an Eden Prairie, Minn., native is 
the ﬁrst Cyclone to receive the honor 
since goalkeeper Ann Gleason took 
home the honor Oct. 7, 2007.
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Entries due TODAY, Sept 8 at 5 PM 
Broomball (M,W) - $45/team 
 
Entries due Sept 15 at 5 PM 
Badminton Singles (M,W) 
Adventure Race (M,W,CR) 
  RECREATION SERVICES 
  www.recservices.iastate.edu Helser Trailer, 294-4980 
 
INTRAMURALS 
214 Beyer Hall 
OUTDOOR RECREATION 
0112 Beyer Hall Hours: Mon-Fri 8am-6pm 
294-8200 Sun 5pm-8pm 
Upcoming Intramurals Upcoming Workshops & Trips 
Workshops 
Rock Climbing I - Sept 15 
Bicycle Maintenance - Sept 21 
Outdoor Cooking - Oct 7 
Rock Climbing I - Oct 12 
Kayak Paddling Workshop - Oct 17 
 
Weekend Trips 
Full Moon Hike & Camping - Oct 22-23 
Mountain Biking Sugar Bottom - Oct 23-24 
Kayaking Brushy Creek State Park - Oct 24 
Hiking Brushy Creek State Park - Nov 13 
 
Extended Trips 
Backpacking the Ouachita Natl Forest, AK - Nov 19-24 
Paddling the Buffalo River, AR - Nov 19-24 
Kayaking Beaver Lake, AR - Nov 19-24 
Canoeing, Hiking & Caving Mammoth Caves 
    National Park, KY - Nov 19-24 
Recreation Services Post-Flood Information 
 
The Lied Recreation Center will be closed until further notice.  
The process of cleaning and dehumidifying is progressing.  
However, the building has to pass strict environmental, health 
and safety standards in order to re-open.  Right now it appears 
that it may be closed until mid-September.  We understand and 
share your frustration and thank you for your patience and 
understanding! 
 
Business transactions can be processed at the Administrative 
Office (modular office trailer in parking lot 59F between Helser 
and Martin Halls). 
 
Please watch our website for updates. 
4723 W Lincoln Way • Ames IA • (515) 292-2276 • www.jaxgoods.com
At All Store
 Locations
While Supp
lies Last
SALES 
Starts 9/2/2
010
SAVE20 - 50%on selected items
Labor Day Final Clearance
Editor: Jake Lovett  |  sports    iowastatedaily.com  |  515.294.3148 Wednesday, September 8, 2010  |  Iowa State Daily  |  SPORTS  |  7
Petersen’s game so far this 
year.
“In the past Kelsey would 
maybe have a great match but 
then struggle the next match 
and had trouble with consis-
tency,” Johnson-Lynch said. 
“So far this year, we’ve seen 
four out of six matches she’s 
hit spectacular, and then in the 
other two matches where she 
didn’t hit as high she still did 
a really nice job. In the past, 
those numbers would have 
gone up and then gone way 
down, and she’s really kept 
them stable so far this season.”
Johnson-Lynch has also been 
impressed with the development 
of Alison Landwehr, who has had 
some big shoes to fill — those of 
All-American graduate Kaylee 
Manns — at setter.
“We’re hitting for very high 
percentages, in particular our 
outside and right-side attackers 
are hitting better than they ever 
have, and I think that’s a reflec-
tion of the job that Landwehr is 
doing,” Johnson-Lynch said. “I 
think she’s just doing a great job 
running the offense.”
Landwehr said the team’s 
improved hitting has acted as a 
direct compliment to how she 
has been playing as of late.
“We’ve been hitting very 
well, which is exciting for me. 
It makes me feel better about 
what I’m doing and they’re 
responding,” Landwehr said. 
“That also reflects on our pass-
ing, we’ve been passing really 
well, which allows us to have 
that high hitting percentage. 
As long as we continue that 
and keep picking up our de-
fense and keep that going, then 
we’ll be good.”
The Cyclones start their 
match with the Panthers at 7 
p.m. Wednesday at Ames High 
School.
>>VOLLEYBALL.p6
Upcoming intramurals and registration 
deadlines:
Broomball (Male, Female) — Registration 
closes Thursday 
Adventure Race (Male, Female, Coed) — 
Registration closes Sept. 15
 
Badminton Singles (Male, Female) — 
Registration closes Sept. 15
 
Team Bowling (Open) — Registration opens 
Monday, Registration closes Sept. 22
Cross Country Race (Male, Female) — 
Registration opens Monday, Registration closes 
Sept. 22
For full intramural registration infor-
mation, go to www.recservices.iastate.
edu/
Tank said this time of year is not the time to 
be making swing changes, but mainly for getting 
the players’ game ready so they can take it from 
the practice to the course.
“We want to practice how we play,” Tank 
said. “During the winter we may transition 
into more technical improvements work-
ing with our guys’ bodies, and then going 
into spring, going into play mode, we want 
to get our wedges and putters working to 
the point where we’re ready to win tourna-
ments. We’re working hard to improve each 
day.”
When asked about how the flooding has af-
fected the team’s practice routine, Tank said 
that it hasn’t been much of a strain on the team.
Currently Veenker Memorial Golf Course 
only has half of the course open due to the water 
damage, but Tank said playing at the Harvester 
Golf Club outside Rhodes instead is hardly a 
downgrade.
“We’ve got great facilities, with Veenker be-
ing on campus,” Tank said.
“And [we] have been fortunate enough to 
play at the Harvester, which is one of the nicest 
courses in Iowa.”
Tank has only been able to practice with the 
team for about eight or nine days so far, and their 
first team meeting was Aug. 30.
When asked about who the leader of the 
team is so far, he really didn’t know yet.
“A couple of guys have had some really ex-
cellent summers of play, which is very exciting 
to see,” Tank said. “Nate McCoy from West Des 
Moines had an excellent summer on the nation-
al level, finishing high at a couple major amateur 
events.”
Also performing at a high level coming into 
this year’s season was Jacob Aaholm, who won 
his home country’s [Denmark] national ama-
teur event, and also won a stroke play event be-
fore he came back over.
To determine the starting five, the team is 
having four qualifying rounds. The final three 
rounds were played Labor Day weekend on 
Saturday, Sunday and Monday.
The first event for the team will be when it 
travels to Indianapolis Sept. 12-13 to play in the 
Wolf Run Invitational.
“After our qualifying rounds, we’ll have a bet-
ter picture as to who will be leading us,” Tank 
said.
As to how Tank feels about the ISU school 
spirit, he said that was one of the reasons that he 
decided to come to Iowa State.
“With all the excitement of the volleyball and 
football team, I just hope that I can help the golf 
program become one of the positive stories of 
improvement,” Tank said. 
“And that’s our goal, and I think we’ve 
got some good guys that can help make it 
happen.”
Upcoming Intramurals
in the first half and 17-15 on the game, but it 
proved to be not enough as Iowa State pushed 
through the lone goal late in the first half.
Freshman Jennifer Dominguez was fouled 
in the 40th minute and freshman counterpart 
Caitlin Graboski stepped up for the Cyclones 
and buried the penalty kick.
As a result of the goal, Iowa State entered 
halftime with a 1-0 lead, and the Cyclones were 
able to hold on to the lead and preserve the vic-
tory in the second half for the 1-0 win.
Jobe played all 90 minutes for the Cyclones 
in the absence of Costanzo, and finished with 
seven saves and the first shutout of her colle-
giate career, bringing her record to 4-0.
After an off-day Saturday, Iowa State was 
back at Morrison Stadium Sunday afternoon to 
face North Dakota State.
Like the game against Creighton, Iowa State 
was outshot 15-9 on the game, but Jobe stepped 
up again for the Cyclones, making seven saves 
and not allowing a goal during the 110-minute, 
double-overtime marathon. 
She improved her season record to 4-0-1.
This game marked Jobe’s third consecutive 
start, and the experience of starting at the colle-
giate level has been a big help in her maturing as 
a goalkeeper.
“It’s calmed me down because I’ve made a 
few mistakes, but you need to forget about them 
and go from there,” she said.
The 110-minute match was nothing new for 
Jobe, as she said she had played many games of 
equal length in high school and at the club level.
ISU freshman Brittany Morgan came off the 
bench to lead the team with three shots, and fel-
low freshmen Erin Green and Emily Goldstein 
each contributed two.
The Cyclones had eight corner kicks on the 
game, North Dakota State seven, but neither 
team could find a player or the net on any of them.
Dillinger has said since day one that they 
would have no problem with Jobe in the net, 
saying earlier this season, “We are very, very 
confident in Maddie, and if Ashley got hurt or 
she just was out of it, we wouldn’t even bat an 
eye about Maddie being in the goal.”
She also added, “She definitely plays well beyond 
her year and doesn’t play like a freshman at all.”
Now Jobe has proved that she can contend 
and succeed at the collegiate level.
However, that hasn’t made her too comfort-
able. She still treats every day as though she has 
to win the spot over again.
“Every week is the start of something new. 
You can’t go into the week thinking you have the 
spot taken care of,” Jobe said.
While Jobe didn’t expect to play this much 
this early in the season, she has embraced her 
role and proved to be a difference maker in Iowa 
State’s already fine-tuned defense.
With the success Jobe has had at the start-
ing position, Dillinger said Costanzo will have 
to earn back the starting spot when she returns.
“If Maddie is solid and she does really well at 
practice this week then it’s hers. It’s going to be 
an interesting week,” Dillinger said.
The Iowa State Cyclones will finish the final 
leg of road games when it faces Loyola-Chicago 
and Illinois State in Illinois this weekend.
>>SOCCER.p6
>>GOLF.p6 Ryder Cup
Decision to select Woods as 
captain’s pick a ‘no brainer’
NEW YORK — Tiger Woods was a no-
brainer as a captain’s pick for the Ryder Cup. 
Rickie Fowler required a little more than deep 
thought.
“It just came down to feelings,” captain 
Corey Pavin said. “I had a gut feeling about 
Rickie.”
Fowler, the 21-year-old mop top who 
only turned pro 11 months ago, made history 
Tuesday as the first PGA Tour rookie on the 
American team and the first captain’s pick to 
have never won on tour.
He was the only big mystery when Pavin 
announced his four picks at the New York 
Stock Exchange. Pavin also chose a pair of 
major champions, Stewart Cink and Zach 
Johnson, both of whom have played the Ryder 
Cup on the road.
The matches will be held Oct. 1-3 at Celtic 
Manor in Wales.
Zach Johnson won the Colonial in May, 
and the former Masters champion had been 
coming on strong in recent weeks.
He finished one shot out of the playoff at 
the PGA Championship, and kept himself 
in the mix at the tour’s playoff events. Cink, 
who won the British Open at Turnberry last 
year, has been making slow progress in recent 
months.
“What was important to me is who I 
thought could play well in that environment 
over in Wales,” Pavin said.
“That was my first criteria. Obviously, I like 
guys that are playing well, and that’s impor-
tant. I wanted to find guys that round off the 
team and make it a team of 12, not 12 individu-
als that are great players.”
Fowler will be the youngest American to 
play in the Ryder Cup since Woods in 1997, 
but only the second-youngest player at Celtic 
Manor. Rory McIlroy, the 21-year-old from 
Northern Ireland, earned his way onto the 
European team.
“I can bring a little bit of color to the team, I 
can bring some youth to the team and hopeful-
ly, get the guys pumped up a little bit,” Fowler 
said.
“But as I said, we’re all going over there to 
win, so we’re all going to be getting each other 
pumped and focusing on our main goal, bring-
ing home the cup.”
The Americans won two years ago in 
Kentucky, and will try to win for the first time 
overseas since 1993 at The Belfry.
This will be the sixth Ryder Cup team for 
Woods, but the first in which he needed to be 
picked.
Woods had finished first in the standings 
every time, including in 2008 when he spent 
the second half of the year recovering from 
knee surgery.
“It’s great to be a part of this team,” Woods 
said. “I’m honored to be selected ... and looking 
forward to going back and having a great time 
with the team and hopefully, bring the Cup 
back.”
The eight Americans who qualified after 
the PGA Championship were Phil Mickelson, 
Hunter Mahan, Steve Stricker, Jim Furyk, 
Matt Kuchar, Bubba Watson, Dustin Johnson 
and Jeff Overton.
European captain Colin Montgomerie said 
Pavin used his four picks “to good effect.”
Europe’s team has six Ryder Cup rook-
ies — Italian brothers Francesco and Edoardo 
Molinari, Peter Hanson, Rory McIlroy, Ross 
Fisher and PGA champion Martin Kaymer — 
along with Lee Westwood, Ian Poulter, Padraig 
Harrington, Luke Donald, Miguel Angel 
Jimenez and U.S. Open champion Graeme 
McDowell.
By Doug Ferguson
The Associated Press
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MASSAGE
CLEANING SERVICE
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$40 per Hour Session
James E. Brockway, LMT
Massage Therapist for ISU track last 7 years
Call 233-9719 for appointment
Therapeutic Massage
Ames' Most Experienced Massage Therapist
Mary Dengler, RMT, 
IA Lic # 00477
208 5th Street
232-9474 or 1-800-705-6667
“All work done by the bodies needs.”
New clients always welcome.
LINE RATES:  
(per line per day, includes online)
1-3 Days......$1.60 (per line)
4-6 Days......$1.35 (per line)
7 Days...........$1.10 (per line)
Min. Charge    $3.10
Price includes 55¢/day online charge
We accept:
CLASSIFIED   RATES
CLASSIFIED DEADLINES:
LINE ADS: 
11am, one office day in advance.
DISPLAY ADS: 
12 pm, Three office days in 
advance.
email: class1@iastate.edu
phone: 515-294-4123
Des Moines Better 
Business Bureau
at 515-243-8137
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Dublin Bay. Now hiring
kitchen help. Apply in 
person. Ask for Matt.
320 S. 16th St. 
Cafe Northwest now hiring
servers & bartenders. Call:
515-232-5328. 114 Des
Moines Ave.(behind TipTop)
Room for sublease. Perfect
location, everything is within
walking distance. Balcony
and bedrooms look onto
Welch Ave. 
Call: 708-363-4376 or 
radkins@iastate.edu
BRUEGGER'S IS HIRING!
Early Morning Baker
Produce quality bagels. 
Provide excellent guest 
service. Keep safe and
clean kitchen environment.
Some kitchen experience
preferred. Available for
4:00a.m. shift.
Send your resume to 
lincolnway@brueggers.com
or by mail to Bruegger's
Bagels, 593 Lincoln Way,
Ames, IA 50010. EOE
Private rooms for rent. All
utilities included and HSI.
$325/mo. 
515-292-7609. 
www.cyclonerent.com
Westbrook Terrace 
Apartments. Efficiency
Available now. Close to W.
HyVee. On Red Cy-Ride. Call
Sally 515-292-3555.
!BARTENDING! $250/day 
potential. No experience 
necessary. Training provided.
1-800-965-6520 ext.161.
Earn $1000-$3200 a
month to drive our brand
new cars with ads placed
on them. 
www.AdCarDriver.com
1BR apt for rent. All 
utilities except electric paid.
Off street parking. No
smoking. Grad student 
preferred. 312 Hayward.
$400/mo. Call:
515.292.5485 before
7p.m.
STUDENTPAYOUTS.COM
Paid survey takers needed
in Ames. 100% FREE to
join! Click on Surveys.
Urgent: looking for a
babysitter for my 2 kids.
$450/week, car provided.
Please email:
mb460479@gmail.com or
call 707-225-8390.
Receptionist/Admin 
Assistant position. Available
at established construction
management/ development
firm. Flexible 30 hrs/week.
Mon-Friday work week and
excellent opportunity for 
advancement for the right
person. Please send your
resume to 
cruzpat1970@gmail.com. 
Female. 1 BR in 3 BR apt.
$310/mo.+ 1/3 electric.
All other utilities included.
Tony: 515-520-0449.
Laborers:To assist with
landscaping, irrigation,
nursery and lawn care. 
Experience helpful, but not
necessary. Will train. Apply
at: Risco Lanscaping &
Irrigation 17013 US Hwy
69. 515-232-2684
Classifieds
gfdaf]
CHECK
US OUT!
www.iowastatedaily.com/classifieds
Daily Classifieds Work!
We guarantee it!
Sell it. Move it. Buy it! 
Buy 5 days,
Get 5 days
FREE!*
*ISU students get 5 free days
if the item does not sell in 5 days. 
Excludes Autos and Rentals
Transit Driver. P/T 25-30
hrs/week. Will need a
class C CDL with 
passenger endorsement.
Mon.-Sun. any hours 
available. Willing to train.
Contact: Heartland Senior
Services 205 S Walnut
Ames, IA 233-2906.
jcliffe@hsservicesia.com
Help Wanted
For Rent
Roommates
Help Wanted
Efficiencies
Rooms for Rent
Sublease
1 Bedroom Apts
Help Wanted Looking
for a new
apartment?
www.iowastatedaily.com
unlock the
opportunities.
NEED
SOME
CHANGE?
DON’T
STRESS.
If you’re looking
for a new roommate,
a new apartment,
a sublease or moving
out of the dorms,
the Daily can help 
you find that new
living situation you’ve
been looking for.
www.iowastatedaily.com
Call 294-4123 Today!
or iowastatedaily.com
Put an ad in our
Classifieds & GET RESULTS!
NEED TO 
SUBLEASE 
YOUR PLACE?
FAST FACT: SPENDING
ISU students, faculty and staff have a 
combined disposable income totaling 
over $431 million.
Place your 
own
classifieds
online
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• Easy to Use
• Immediate Pricing
• Free to Preview
• You Choose the
   Run Dates
294-4123
or have us do it!
108 Hamilton Hall
class1@iastate.edu
Now’s 
the time 
to get 
class1@iastate.edu
CHECK US OUT ONLINE!
We’re your Guide to Dining in Ames!
FAST FACT: HEALTHCARE
Out of the 25,310 students  
enrolled at Iowa State:  
95% are covered by some form of 
health insurance   
67% of which are covered by their 
parents’ health plan
FIND
what you NEED in our Classifieds
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UN reports 
more than 500 
rapes in Congo
UNITED NATIONS 
— The United Nations 
reported Tuesday that 
more than 500 systematic 
rapes were committed by 
armed combatants in east-
ern Congo 
since late 
July — more 
than double 
the number 
p r e v i o u s l y 
reported — 
and accepted 
partial re-
s p o n s i b i l -
ity for not 
p r o t e c t i n g 
citizens.
U .N. Assistant Secretary-
General for Peacekeeping 
Atul Khare told the U.N. 
Security Council that at least 
267 more rapes occurred in 
another area of the coun-
try’s east, in addition to 242 
rapes earlier reported in and 
around Luvungi, a village of 
about 2,200 people located 
about 20 miles from a U.N. 
peacekeepers’ camp.
“While the primary re-
sponsibility for protection of 
civilians lies with the state, 
its national army and police 
force,” Khare said, “clearly, 
we have also failed. Our ac-
tions were not adequate, re-
sulting in unacceptable bru-
talization of the population 
of the villages in the area. We 
must do better.”
The U.N. 
p e a c e k e e p -
ing force in 
Congo, called 
M O N U S C O , 
on Wednesday 
launched an 
operation using 
750 troops to 
back efforts by 
Congolese se-
curity forces to 
arrest the perpetrators of the 
attacks, said Khare.
At least 27 rebels armed 
with automatic riﬂes have 
surrendered and at least four 
more have been arrested, he 
said.
By Anita Snow
The Associated Press
Eastern part  
of country is site 
of most attacks
Mexico
Thousands left homeless
VILLAHERMOSA, Mexico — Weeks 
of torrential rains have unleashed ﬂooding 
in huge swaths of southern Mexico, forc-
ing tens of thousands of people from their 
homes.
Tens of thousands more are sleeping 
on their roofs, refusing to abandon their 
possessions even as the rivers around 
them rise rapidly.
Authorities on Tuesday started releas-
ing 2,000 cubic meters of water per second 
from four damns in the region that have 
reached capacity. That caused several riv-
ers to overﬂow.
Hipolito Hernandez swiftly hauled 
many of his belongings onto his roof as the 
Rio Carrizal jumped its banks and ﬂooded 
dozens of home in the farming commu-
nity of Sauces in the Gulf coast state of 
Tabasco.
Hernandez, 38, gave some of his pos-
sessions to relatives who went to shelters 
but he stayed put. In 2007, he lost every-
thing when he left his home during ﬂood-
ing that left 1 million homes underwater 
and killed 33 people.
“We are waiting to see what hap-
pens, we can still withstand this ﬂood,” 
Hernandez said
The ﬂooding has affected all four 
southernmost Mexican states: Tabasco, 
Veracruz, Chiapas and Oaxaca. People in 
the region are accustomed to severe ﬂood-
ing every year, and the government often 
struggles to persuade residents to leave 
dangerous zones.
In Tabasco, the homes of more than 
124,000 people have been severely ﬂood-
ed. More than 187,000 hectares of crops 
belonging to 20,000 people have been lost.
But only 2,000 people in the state are in 
shelters.
“They are refusing to leave their homes 
and they don’t want to go to shelters be-
cause they have a culture of living with 
water,” Tabasco Gov. Andres Granier said 
during a meeting with President Felipe 
Calderon, who ﬂew over the affected areas 
Tuesday.
By Antonio Villegas
and Miguel Angel Hernandez
The Associated Press
Torrential rains have 
forced residents to ﬂee
World briefs
People use a make-shift boat to cross a ﬂooded avenue in Villahermosa in Mexico’s 
Tabasco state on Tuesday. Weeks of torrential rains have unleashed ﬂooding in huge 
swaths of southern Mexico. Photo: America Rocio/The Associated Press
Women, kids among 17 dead 
in NW Pakistani bombing
A car bomb ripped through a police compound in a north-
western Pakistani city, killing 14 women and children and 
three officers, the latest in a string of attacks proving that 
Islamist militants remain a potent force in the country.
The dead were the wives and children of police officers, 
said Khalid Omarzai, the city’s top government official. 
Another 94 people were wounded in Tuesday’s bombing, he 
said, adding that they had been taken to hospitals after rescu-
ers cleared rubble of over two dozen collapsed buildings.
The complex in the garrison city of Kohat houses officers’ 
homes, a training facility and a commercial area.
About 40 people were wounded in the attack in Lakki 
Marwat, which sits on the road between Punjab province.
The Associated Press
Big aftershock freshly damages  
New Zealand city
A magnitude-5.1 aftershock hammered New Zealand’s earth-
quake-hit city of Christchurch on Wednesday morning, freshly 
damaging buildings, sparking evacuations and prompting the ex-
tension of a state of emergency for another week.
The latest quake, just four miles below the surface and cen-
tered 6 miles southeast of the city, was felt by residents as the 
strongest aftershock in Christchurch since Saturday’s 7.1 mag-
nitude earthquake wrecked hundreds of buildings. Nobody was 
reported injured by the latest temblor.
Initial reports from geological agency GNS Science that the 
Wednesday morning temblor was magnitude-6.1 were quickly 
corrected downward. The country records more than 14,000 
earthquakes a year, but only about 150 are felt by residents.
The Associated Press
     233-2263     
Monday through Saturday
Dr. Rod Rebarcak
Dr. Ben Winecoff
Dr. Matt Cross•Back•Neck 
•Headaches
•Extremities
•Acupuncture
RebarcakChiropractic
BACK CARE CENTER
)5((678))
)25)$16
E. of Culvers backcareiowa.com
10 Years
Clearly, we 
have also 
failed.”
— Atul Khare, 
U.N. Assistant 
Secretary-
General for 
Peacekeeping
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We are Country Mice
September 10th  10pm  $5
ZZZGJVWDSKRXVHFRP
September 11th 10pm  $6
Junk Poet
September 12th 10pm  
$10 in advance
$12 day of show
Murder By Death
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RQOLQHDWZZZGJVWDSKRXVHFRP
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Across
1 Bit of cat chat
5 Phobia
10 Cell signal strength indicators
14 __ mater
15 Unconventional
16 Atty.-to-be’s challenge
17 Indian princess
18 Flightless birds
19 Where some descents start
20 Elite socialite
22 Place for a finance major
24 Dick and Harry’s leader?
25 __ name: computer ID
26 “__ size fits all”
27 Delivery method
31 Russian coins
33 Grinders
34 1960s Canadian prime minister Pearson
36 Pound of poetry
37 Planned attack times
38 Middle __
42 Ironic tales’ tails
44 Sharapova of tennis
45 Low parts
48 Online investing
50 Bambi’s aunt
51 “Baseball Tonight” channel
53 Like some stocks, for short
54 Camera lens ratio
56 Bare wear
60 Wasatch Mountains ski resort
61 Body-care brand named from the Latin for 
“snow-white”
63 Sch. with Riverside and Irvine campuses
64 Soup vegetable
65 Stunning weapon
66 Tableland
67 __ majesty
68 Like some bars
69 Pitt in films
1 Kate of “We Are Marshall”
2 Airline to Ben-Gurion
3 Prefix with bus
4 Oxford vests
5 Moola
6 German coal valley
7 Riviera season
8 Emirate natives, mostly
9 Menu heading
10 Not at all scintillating
11 Comparable to a cucumber
12 Punk rock icon Joey
13 Inscribed slabs
21 Young ‘uns
23 Rock’s Mötley __
25 Yet to be had
27 Revolutionary Guevara
28 “Oh yeah? __ who?”
29 Misjudge
30 Auto pioneer
32 Bit of a fairy tale trail
35 Process: Abbr.
37 Begs to differ
39 Jackie’s “O”
40 Sloth, for one
41 Price indicator
43 Hall of Fame NFL coach Ewbank
44 Dillon of “There’s Something About Mary”
45 Happen to
46 Shakers founder
47 Pan-fries
49 Prayer beads
52 Trojan War king
55 Brand
56 Computer nerd
57 “Happy birthday” writer, perhaps
58 Org. that reaches for the stars?
59 “I’m __ it’s over”
62 Brandy letters
Yesterday’s solution
Daily Crossword : edited by Wayne Robert Williams
Aries: Ask a Female.
Daily Horoscope : by Nancy Black and Stephanie ClementsDaily Sudoku
Bob, a handsome man, walked into a sports bar around 9:58 pm. He sat 
down next to a blonde at the bar and stared up at the TV.
The 10 pm news was coming on. The news crew was covering the story of a 
man on the ledge of a large building preparing to jump.
The blonde looked at Bob and said, “Do you think he’ll jump?”
Bob said, “You know, I bet he’ll jump..”
The blonde replied, “Well, I bet he won’t.”
Bob placed a $20 bill on the bar and said, “You’re on!”
Just as the blonde placed her money on the bar, the guy on the ledge did a 
swan dive off the building, falling to his death.
The blonde was very upset, but willingly handed her $20 to Bob, saying, 
“Fair’s fair. Here’s your money.”
Bob replied, “I can’t take your money. I saw this earlier on the 5 pm news, so 
I knew he would jump.”
The blonde replied, “I did too, but didn’t think he’d do it again.”
Joke of the Day
DOWN
Blonde Bet
CROSS
Today’s birthday (9/8/10). 
This birthday marks a change 
in direction, as you understand 
your creative desires more fully 
and use both facts and passion 
to fulfill them. Some of your best 
opportunities come through social 
contacts, so brush off your formal 
attire and join the party.
To get the advantage, check the 
day’s rating: 10 is the easiest day, 
0 the most challenging.
Aries (March 21-April 19) -- Today 
is a 6 -- Attention shifts to financial 
matters. Accept an opportunity to 
move an investment, only if you 
trust the source of information. Ask 
a female.
Taurus (April 20--May 20) -- 
Today is a 7 -- A female researched 
the material you need. Use that work 
to inspire your efforts. You get lucky 
in the process of turning obstacles to 
opportunities.
Gemini (May 21--June 21) -- Today 
is a 7 -- A female provides research 
information that revolutionizes 
your work. This could include new 
computer programs or online 
resources. Think big.
Cancer (June 22--July 22) -- Today 
is a 5 -- Although you have some 
bright ideas for the future, today 
you benefit from sticking to practical 
matters. A female suggests changes 
that produce fortunate results.
Leo (July 23--Aug. 22) -- Today 
is a 7 -- You draw people closer to 
you now, as you overcome work 
obstacles easily. More opportunities 
open to you because you use your 
imagination. Think big.
Virgo (Aug. 23--Sept. 22) -- 
Today is a 6 -- Feminine magnetism 
plays a huge role today. Your partner 
feels lucky and so should you. 
Flowers or chocolates may be called 
for. Give and receive.
Libra (Sept. 23--Oct. 22) 
-- Today is a 9 -- An associate 
poses a creative question, and you 
have plenty of suggestions. This 
changes your direction but not your 
intention.
Scorpio (Oct. 23--Nov. 21) -- 
Today is a 6 -- Fortunate feedback 
from co-workers points you in a 
new direction that promises greater 
cooperation. Use their ideas as much 
as is practical.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22--Dec. 21) 
-- Today is a 6 -- Friends are divided 
about your sincerity. To convince 
them, light up your language with 
words that demonstrate movement. 
Then they get your direction.
Capricorn (Dec. 22--Jan. 19) -- 
Today is a 6 -- Some things you were 
taught as a child just don’t work in 
today’s world. A female shows you 
how to change your mind for the 
better. Empower yourself.
Aquarius (Jan. 20--Feb. 18) 
-- Today is a 5 -- Use all your 
knowledge to plan a social event 
you’re sure will make an impact. 
Then enlist the help of a female 
who’s been there and done that.
Pisces (Feb. 19--March 20) -- 
Today is a 7 -- A female provides 
research results that impact your 
work in a positive way. Now you have 
an opportunity to sway the group 
enthusiasm.
FAST FACT: POPULATION
Iowa State University’s 
students, faculty and staff total over 
63% of the population of Ames truly 
making it a college town.
Place your engagement, wedding, anniversary, or retirement 
announcements in our next UNIONS section.
It’s easy and FREE! Log on to our website
www.iowastatedaily.com
or stop by 108 Hamilton Hall for a form.
Submission Deadline: September 22
Unions Publication: September 29
just  sayin’
Z
K
DW
"
To the redhead 
who makes me 
giggle in my 
sleep, I love you!
SUBMIT YOUR just sayin’ to 
iowastatedaily.com/fun_games
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for the career fairs with 180 companies 
registered for the LAS/Business fair 
alone. Stegman said the working title 
for the fairs has become “the most in-
tents career fairs.”
The quick change of location, 
though, has cost Career Services sig-
nificantly, Caponi said.
“We haven’t received the final cost 
yet, but I would guess it’s costing us at 
least double,” she said.
She also said the president’s of-
fice is in discussions about providing 
extra support, with possible aid from 
the Federal Emergency Management 
Agency.
“We’re expecting a very tight year,” 
Caponi said.
Despite all of these setbacks, orga-
nization registration is up 7 percent 
from last fall.
“And we’re expecting even more to 
come in during the next two weeks,” 
Caponi said.
The dates of the fairs are so close to 
the beginning of the semester because 
they coincide with the recruiting cal-
endars of the participating organiza-
tions, which are toward the beginning 
of their recruiting seasons.
“With bad weather you just never 
know; you can’t predict it,” Caponi said. 
“But it does give us a good idea of con-
tingency plans if Hilton is not available 
again in the future.”
This is the second time the fairs 
have suffered from bad weather.
In the spring the fairs were hin-
dered with a large blizzard that blew 
through Ames.
“It affected the number of organiza-
tions we had,” Caponi said. “Some just 
couldn’t make it. I’m sure it also affect-
ed student attendance.”
Though it hasn’t been finalized yet, 
Caponi said the Orange CyRide route 
will be used to drop students off by 
Scheman
and Girls Club of Story County, 
Camp Fire, Center for Childcare 
Resources, Center for Creative 
Justice, Community and Family 
Resources and several other 
organizations.
According to the contract, 
“The purpose of this agreement is 
to procure for the GSB and Iowa 
State students [and] their families 
certain services and facilities.”
The senate will also vote on a 
bylaw change, which would allow 
the senate to overrule the Finance 
Committee during regular alloca-
tion budget debates.
During regular allocations 
last year, the senate and Finance 
Committee were not able to come 
to agreement on a budget for 
Habitat for Humanity.
According to the bill, the bylaw 
change will save time and remove 
the possibility of “being stuck 
in a potentially never-ending 
deadlock.”
The senate will take a look 
at funding the ISU College of 
Agriculture and Life Sciences 
Week.
The bill is asking for a total of 
$4,925 for advertising, buttons, 
tent rental, M-Shop rental and a 
DJ.
Gail Ferlazzo, associate di-
rector of the Memorial Union, 
will also give an update about the 
Memorial Union.
>>GSB.p1Fall Career Fairs:
 SchemanCourtyard
 Engineering:noonto6p.m.,
Sept.21
 Business/LAS:noonto
6p.m.,Sept.22
 Cost:Free,ISUIDisrequired
fornametag
>>CAREERS.p1
2005 and Hurricane Gustav in 2008.
“Fortunately, unfortunately, how-
ever you want to look at it, if you look 
at my past experience at LSU, I basi-
cally went through two hurricanes at 
LSU that had a dramatic effect on rec-
reation services,” Giles said. “Katrina 
was a different animal. It didn’t affect 
the LSU campus as far as destruction 
goes, but because of how it affected 
New Orleans, LSU basically became 
the main hub for a lot of the recovery 
efforts that happened down in New 
Orleans and our facility became a ho-
tel for two weeks.”
They were not so lucky when it 
came to Hurricane Gustav. Strong 
storms tore off the roof to the gym-
nasium, allowing massive amounts 
of water to rain upon the inside and 
causing the gym to be out of commis-
sion for about 14 months.
On June 1, Giles came to Iowa to 
begin his job as director of Recreation 
Services. Just two months later, Ames 
was seemingly under water.
“It’s not something I wanted,” 
Giles said. “It’s not something I 
looked forward to. The flood to me, 
like everything else, is very unique. 
You start off by trying to stop it from 
getting into the building. Once that 
didn’t work out quite like we wanted, 
then you start with the recovery. The 
first eight hours you basically have to 
look at a lake around your building. 
There was really nothing you could 
do about it. So we had to wait until 
the water receded to a point where we 
could actually get into the building. “
To prepare for the upcoming 
flood, Giles, staff and student em-
ployees worked in to the early hours 
of Tuesday morning filling sandbags 
to help prevent water from getting in 
to Lied Recreation Athletic Center. 
After a mere few hours of sleep, Giles 
was called to return to work.
“At that time, there wasn’t any-
thing you could do once the floodwa-
ters hit,” Giles said.
A fellow staff member and Giles 
were able to drive up to the front of 
Lied and parked right next to the 
sandbags guarding the building’s 
main entry. They got out on to the 
hood of the car and stood on top of the 
sandbags and looked toward Lied.
“That first visual of seeing it flood-
ed inside the building, it really did 
take my breath away,” Giles said.
Giles recalled feeling a “punch to 
gut” when he first saw the aftermath.
“You couldn’t describe it any other 
way; you saw water where it shouldn’t be.”
Giles and his staff then met to 
discuss the next step. Later that 
Wednesday afternoon, they were able 
to let some of the water drain out.
Giles has expressed his immedi-
ate goals to get Lied functional and 
getting State Gym reopened in the 
next year. He also wants to spend the 
next year evaluating all policies and 
procedures within the Department of 
Recreation Services in order to have 
the highest quality they can offer.
Giles’s ultimate goal is to have one 
of the nation’s best campus programs. 
He plans on challenging his staff to be 
creative and innovative, even after the 
completion of current renovations.
“Once that door opens, we can not 
and will not rest.”
“It’s not something I wanted,” Giles said. “It’s not something I looked forward to. The flood to me, like 
everything else, is 
very unique. You start 
off by trying to stop it 
from getting into the 
building. Once that 
didn’t work out quite 
like we wanted, then 
you start with the re-
covery. The first eight 
hours you basically 
have to look at a lake 
around your building. 
There was really noth-
ing you could do about 
it. So we had to wait 
until the water reced-
ed to a point where we 
could actually get into 
the building.
>>GILES.p1
ServiceMaster cleanup crews help to remove the water from the indoor track Aug. 13 at the Lied Recreation Athletic 
Center.Filephoto:RebekkaBrown/IowaStateDaily
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INTERNATIONAL | STUDENTS
Raymond Sidharta and his band, from Cornerstone Church, 56829 U.S. Highway 30, perform at a concert during the Hayride on Sunday.Photo:ZunkaiZhao/IowaStateDaily
LEFT: Andrew Becker leads a country dance during the Hayride on Sunday, hosted by the Interna-
tional Friendship Connection.Photo:ZunkaiZhao/IowaStateDaily
Vanessa Peterzen, senior in civil engineering, leads a country song during the Hayride on Sunday. 
The Hayride is an event to help international students feel at home and meet new people. This is the 
16th year the event has taken place.Photo:ZunkaiZhao/IowaStateDaily
